Title word cross-reference

\((\alpha, k)\) [94]. 1 [436]. 2 [126]. 3n [353, 7]. \(c\beta\) [389]. \(\ell(\ell \geq 3)\) [38]. \(F\) [231]. \(g_0, g_1, \ldots, g_k\) [235]. \(\gamma\) [84]. \(h(w) = w^n\) [437]. \(k\) [248]. \(\lambda\) [32, 226].
\(n\) [80, 194]. \(n^2 \log n\) [215]. \(\Sigma_n^p\) [436].

- calculus [32]. -complete [436].
- dimensional [194]. -lower [7]. - machines [94]. - output [126]. - reducibility [84].

\(0L\) [235, 422].

\(2DST\) [189].

Abstract [161, 430, 200, 394, 374, 271, 281].

abstractions [97, 198]. acceleration [429].
Additive [182, 1]. Adequacy [169].
Algebraic [446, 323, 200, 453, 317, 50, 336, 391, 394, 36, 374, 104, 161, 393, 222].
alphabets [437]. Alternating [418, 318].
alternation [167, 265]. Alternative [303].
ambiguity [47, 383]. ambiguous [307, 342].
among [212], analysis [83], AND/OR [280], Any [234], Applicability [3], application [74, 247], applications [163, 89, 316, 440, 171], approach [44, 105, 245, 166, 173, 91], appropriate [197], Approximation [271, 339, 96], approximations [111], arbitrary [194], arithmetic [239, 27, 167, 180], arithmetical [219, 96], array [422], arrays [279, 422], assignment [368, 151], associated [393], associative [108, 83], asymptotic [256, 429], asynchronous [296], atomic [89], Attribute [149, 154, 428], augmentation [187], Automata [295, 395, 2, 200, 412, 321, 409, 105, 360, 288, 298, 77, 92, 326, 418, 246, 236, 124, 404, 171], automaton [205, 162, 196, 228], automorphism [208, 79], Average [354, 35], axiomatization [456], axioms [217], balanced [35], bands [122], Bandwidth [299], based [335, 267], Bases [383, 245], basis [119], BC [272], BC-type [272], be [148, 56], behavior [395], behaviour [62, 315, 297], Behaviours [42, 222], better [205], between [192, 31, 187, 229, 288, 277, 195], biconnectivity [187], Bilimits [439], binary [437, 197, 127], bipolar [376], Biprefix [409, 216, 352], Boolean [353, 126, 16, 77, 7, 215], bound [60, 358, 114, 7], Bounded [101, 102, 167, 59, 288, 186, 121, 124, 265], bounds [36, 347, 237], Boyce-Codd [310], branching [15, 18, 254, 404, 444],

Calculi [296, 405], calculus [32, 416, 333, 116, 365], can [195, 56], Cartesian [320], case [177, 354], categorical [3], categories [391], category [320], causal [341], CCS [424], cedar [357], centers [268], certain [31, 153], CF [393], chain [330], channels [424], characteristics [24], Characterization [351, 384, 219, 252, 152, 159], Characterizations [310, 360, 172, 75], Characterizing [382], checking [433, 254, 404], Church [130, 177, 285, 266, 434], claim [367], class [267], classes [306, 298, 34, 107, 397, 166, 311], Classification [91, 44], closed [321, 282, 320, 116], Closure [319, 238], Closures [362], Codd [310], code [216], codes [409, 225, 243, 38, 352, 13], coefficients [36], colimits [391], Color [140], Color-families [140], Coloured [98], combinations [55], combinatorial [96], combinatorial [380, 389], Comma [391], Comments [39], common [127], communicating [364, 302], commutations [450], commutativity [339], compactness [367], Comparison [294, 76, 45, 324], Comparisons [195, 363], Compatibility [329], compilers [110], complete [150, 155, 44, 402, 456, 58, 346, 210, 143, 302, 231, 436, 221, 38, 413, 299, 284, 387, 127], Completeness [368, 226, 86], Completing [352], Complexity [115, 350, 16, 24, 55, 108, 415, 242, 23, 99, 348, 134, 214, 17, 377, 21, 151, 118, 74, 167, 229, 126, 79, 46, 182, 75, 5, 316, 180, 360, 113, 202, 107, 174, 240, 123, 256, 179, 1, 7, 166, 234, 215], components [359], compression [281], Computation [264, 441, 14, 163, 391, 394, 186], Computational [202, 214, 360, 124], Computations [94, 182, 279, 300], compute [37], Computer [421, 253, 406], Computing [315, 12], concatenation [321, 265], Concerning [87, 286], Concise [93], concrete [201], concurrency [33, 359, 295], concurrent [63, 42, 443], Conditional [431], conditions [233, 311], Conference [421], congruence [68], congruences [285], conjecture [367].
conjugacy [415]. Connections [408].
consequences [311]. consisting [211].
constant [38]. constraints [54, 185, 299].
constructability [145]. Constructing [228]. Construction [208, 410].
constructive [374]. containment [397].
continuous [327, 257, 131, 368, 341].
control [403, 50, 269, 64, 331, 267].
controlled [206, 422]. convexity [55].
Coping [426]. Coppo [345].
Coppo-Dezani [345]. correct [110].
correcting [272]. Correctness [371, 275, 147, 70, 73, 43, 69, 100].
correspond [345]. Correspondence [211].
counterexample [252]. counting [49].
covering [24]. cpos [117, 304, 41].

D [341]. D-continuous [341]. D0L [60, 4, 118, 388, 9]. D0L-sequences [9].
D0S [207]. data [343, 201, 430, 97, 200, 329, 358, 454, 245, 428, 161, 28, 271, 281, 198].
database [192, 185]. databases [276].
dataflow [61]. deadlines [151]. deadlock [61].
decision [27, 303, 286, 301, 265].
decisively [213]. decomposition [344, 92].
decompositions [185]. deductive [427].
Definability [282, 290]. defined [97, 263, 420, 423, 417]. defining [120].
definition [50]. definitions [221, 68, 373].
dependencies [456, 8, 427, 233, 454, 276, 185, 158].
dependency [287, 310, 305]. dependent [283]. depth [255, 167, 316, 410, 165].
depth-reduction [165]. derivatives [242].
describing [62]. description [93, 222].
descriptional [229]. design [406].
detection [241, 328]. Determinateness [217]. Determining [53]. Determinism [308].
Deterministic [59, 274, 253, 164, 322, 43, 298, 20, 204, 111, 228, 422, 254, 404].
Dezani [345]. diagonal [166]. differ [213].
different [441]. digital [123]. dimension [24].
dimensional [288, 318, 194, 278].
directed [196, 254, 404].
direct [10, 182, 417]. discrete [253]. distributed [448, 400, 62, 64, 406, 267].
distributed-implementation [406].
distribution [433]. Distributive [405].
divisibility [387]. division [209]. do [345].
DOL [225, 249]. domain [323, 245].
domains [452, 65, 320]. Dominoes [175].
DPDA’s [89, 451, 397]. dual [129].
Dynamic [137, 322, 43, 176, 160, 324].

E0L [47, 342, 48, 414, 95, 356]. economical [448, 162].
edged [24, 179]. edge-covering [24].
EDTOL [369]. EDTOL [255].
effective [304]. Effectively [361].
efficiency [85]. Efficient [403, 40, 45].
Ehrenfeucht [367]. elementary [86].
elements [79, 80]. eliminating [218].
Embedding [117, 206]. embeddings [249]. emptiness [145]. encoding [197, 284]. encodings [28].
entails [145]. enumerable [178].
Enumeration [449, 446]. envelope [4].
EOL [213]. Epis [148]. equationally [97].
equations [2, 323, 437, 104, 82, 234].
Equivalence [395]. equivalence [192, 147, 217, 60, 89, 75, 164, 433, 414, 100, 254, 404].
equivalences [443]. equivalent [274, 4].
Erdos [209]. Ergodic [224]. error [272].
errors [453]. Evaluation [45, 19]. event [65].
executability [316]. existence [131, 116].


quantifier [167, 282]. quantifiers [220].
queries [403, 188]. query [101, 102, 134].
questions [286, 266].

Ramsey [440]. random [347, 262]. range
[134, 403]. rank [325, 221]. ratio [369].
Rational [307, 450, 5, 221]. reachability
[27]. Real [263, 451, 202, 386]. realtime
[228]. reasoning [150, 155]. rebalancing
[35]. recognisable [439]. recognition [236].
Recognizable [168]. Record [136].
rectangles [194]. rectangular [256].
Recursion [232, 106, 316, 444]. recursive
[30, 149, 154, 363, 70, 73, 264, 178].
recursive-enumerable [178]. Recursively
[358]. recursiveness [109]. Reducibilities
[386, 203]. reducibility [84]. Reduction
[365, 402, 39, 389, 165]. Reductions [193].
region [138]. register [109]. regular
[375, 2, 309, 4, 43, 145, 351, 77, 122, 176, 293,
259, 244]. regularity [332]. related
[189, 301, 24, 266, 397]. relation [229, 120].
relational [192, 305, 454, 276, 185].

Relations [103, 359, 317]. relationship
[187, 288, 197, 277, 312]. relativized [238].
relator [438]. Remark [72]. Remarks
[398, 366, 223]. repetitions [241].
replacement [22]. replacements [135].
representable [160]. Representation
[207, 276, 355, 77]. representations
[314, 153, 304]. requiring [353]. research
[31]. resources [40]. respect [231].
restricted [139, 306, 233]. restriction [245].
Restrictions [392, 132, 64]. resulting [260].
Results [333, 427, 46, 451, 113, 434, 397].
retrieval [428]. reversal [411]. reversed
[346]. revisited [425, 232]. revisited-with
[425]. rewrite [431]. rewriting
[156, 132, 413]. rewritings [399]. Rice [178].
rings [31]. Rosser [266, 434, 130, 177, 285].
rotated [358]. rule [289]. rules
[330, 231, 431].
salesman [187]. satisfiability [214, 377].
satisfying [250]. SCCS [373]. scheduling
[40]. schemata [192]. scheme [133, 284].
schemes
[149, 154, 376, 249, 316, 340, 152, 152].
Schutzenberger [67, 178]. Science [421].
search [280, 426]. searches [357]. second
[71, 421]. second-order [71]. Secondary
[428]. seek [136]. segments [264].
Selection [57]. selective [132, 193].
Semantics [331, 30, 405, 257, 170, 364, 303,
400, 70, 73, 453, 391, 394, 32, 231, 362, 382,
184, 161, 63, 435, 300, 444]. semi [90, 423].
semi-AFLs [90]. semi-Thue [423].
semigroup [216]. semigroups [409].
sensitive [178]. sensitivity [83]. sentences
[285]. sentential [423]. separable [160].
Separately [327]. Sequence [109, 60].
sequences [9]. Sequential
[201, 2, 251, 341, 359]. series
[168, 325, 420, 393]. sets [58, 75, 143, 441,
283, 107, 437, 407, 166, 193, 238]. setting
[128]. Several [113]. sharing [183]. Sharp
[172]. shortest [127]. Shyamasundar
[252]. signatures [391, 123]. Signed [394].
Simple [306, 321, 142, 180]. simplified
[142]. simulation [59, 356, 445].
Simulations [212]. single [120]. Size
[237, 353, 113, 215]. Skolem [27, 145].
Skolemization [346]. small [455].
Software [421, 374]. Solution
[104, 209, 138, 64, 194, 267]. solutions
[375, 448]. Some [157, 427, 79, 391, 394, 46,
142, 223, 440, 434, 397, 311, 417, 37, 384, 5,
286, 233, 298, 24, 96, 393, 13]. sorting
[347, 57, 188]. sound [456, 157]. space
[138, 210, 411, 186, 114, 218, 124, 188].
space-bounded [186]. space-optimal
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